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Unless you are targeting extremely uncompetitive phrases, with disposable URLs, mass submission and
blaster software, is also not worth the time and expense. Starting your own blog will definitely still be
beneficial, as long as it is updated regularly with fresh content that is related to your niche. Tags or categories
may be used to organize articles and to help with search engines since tags or categories act as keywords that
identify the topics covered in the article. Related Posts. Some directories review articles before they are
published and there may be a waiting period of several days before a new article appears. Article submission
to top article directories is one of the effective methods of getting backlinks and traffic to your blog or
website, for free. Once you leave the top tier article sites, the drop in quality and traffic is fairly steep. This
helps to eliminate low quality submissions, including duplicate articles, spam and spun articles. However a
look through most of these websites now shows that many are using the nofollow tag, negating the effect of
any backlinks. Another way to take advantage of your content is to become a guest blogger on another
website. For this reason, Google will give very little value to article directories themselves. You may want to
know that across the article directories, the new generally acceptable article length is a minimum count of
words. In addition, many of the article submission directories have had to review their submission and
acceptance guidelines. Estimated read time of 3 minutes and 58 seconds3 4 The views of contributors are their
own, and not necessarily those of SEOBlog. About The Author. Also play safe by limiting your links to the
resource box, and only two; try to avoid being overtly promotional and ensure to not submit the same article to
more than one article directory. One of the benefits of using article syndication websites used to be the
backlinks. Instead, you should build relationships with other webmasters that run a blog which is related to
your niche. Instead of external links, these pages ranked on the combination of domain trust, internal anchor
text, and on page SEO. Staff authors are listed here. An author box may be provided for personal information
about an author, including a link to the author's website. For a new website, by submitting articles on high PR
and top article directories, you can get your website indexed faster and generate a ton of backlinks. Never
duplicate content on your website and an article directory. Below is a top list of article directories by page
rank and alexa ranking â€” most have high Page rank PR and high traffic Alexa ranking. Instead opt for a
complete rewrite.


